
We had a lot of fun with Yap who gave us interesting insights of Singapore and
provided us with delicious food! Totally recommended!

Food tours are a wonderful way of learning more of local cultures. We did 2 of
Monster Day Tours' food tours and found them fascinating… Yap was an excellent and
very knowledgeable guide (not only about food) on both occasions.

We have done some food tours elsewhere. But this one stands out and probably
the best so far. Yap our tour guide started off with a formal talk on Singapore and slowly
stepped up his rapport with us. And just 30 minutes into the tour, my son was talking to
him as though he was his school buddy. Yap patiently and happily answered all my son's
questions in the interaction with so much of information...

We did the walking tour of LiNle India with Yap as our guide. Yap was
extremely knowledgable and his commentary was very interesPng and informaPve.
Thoroughly recommended.

Great day with Yap, we went to two local Hawker Centres and ate amazing food
( go hungry) and wandered through areas we wouldn't have found on our own. Not
just food, great chat and history. Yap is engaging and rich in knowledge past and
present on Singapore. Absolutely recommend this tour.

We had a great tour with Yap - he was so knowledgeable about the fantastic
local foods we tasted as well as the history and facts about Singapore (the walk helped
us digest between food tastings!). Our teenagers also enjoyed and overall would
definitely recommend for an introduction to Singapore.



An excellent introduction to the historical, culinary and social aspects of
Chinatown. Yap was very informative, entertaining and capable of answering the wide
range of questions that were asked.

We did a food tour with Yap in October 2017 & it was fantastic. We got to
experience dishes from many different cultures within Singapore, all delicious, we still
remember it all!

An informative and fun trip. Me. Yap is such a nice and responsible guide, I’ve
seen a different Singapore from a new perspective.

Michelin Hawker Tour - Yap was an excellent guide, very knowledgeable &
entertaining. He took great pride telling us the history surrounding the area. The food
was fabulous. Highly recommend this tour!

Food Tour - Did the private food tour with Yap around China town, was very
interesting and learnt about local foods and history. Had a great time, this is our third
trip to Singapore.

Private Singapore Half-Day Asian Food and Cultural Tour - We’ve just finished
the private tour with our excellent guide Yap. He took us around the city, gave us some
lovely food and was really knowledgeable. Brilliant day!



Our guide Yap told me… He
was right. The food he
choose for us was amazing
and not things I would
have chosen myself. In
addition to the food we
were shown a lot of
interesting local sights. Yap
was very knowledgeable
and friendly. I definitely
recommend this tour.

We went with our
super friendly and
knowledgeable guide
Yap through Kampong
Glam as well as Marina
Bay. He took us to
some hidden off the
path places and shared
a lot of information
about his country. He
even invited a small
group of us for Popiah,
a local dessert and
Roti. We had two nice
tours and a lovely day
with him!

My wife & I are "half
Singaporeans" because we
have been staying here for
years. We thought we
knew Singapore quite well
until we joined this Food
Tour by Monster Day.

In a nutshell,
Food are EXCELLENT
Service are EXCELLENT
Explanation by Tour Guide
Yap ALL THUMBS UP
Tour time span is PERFECT

Not only the food was 
superb, we also learn a lot 

about Singapore’s local 
heritage and history. Went 

to places where tourists 
rarely goes to as well. 

Our tour guide, Yap, was 
very friendly, 

knowledgeable and 
informative. It was so 

much fun having the tour 
with him. 

I took the Leisure 
Cycling package … As 
a Singaporean, I am 
ashamed to admit 

that my knowledge of 
Singapore history is 

slightly wrong or 
non-existent … 

I would like to thank 
Yap for the wonderful 

experience and 
concise explanation 
at each checkpoint.

First time in
Singapore and traveling
solo. There is no better
way to see a city but go
on one of The Monster
tours. Our guide Dani was
amazing, loved the first
tour of China Town so
much joined the Little
India tour the following
day. Very informative,
great aspects and inside
knowledge of the city
areas we viewed.
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